
AG . 12-EXTENSIVE USE OF JUMPERS makes single-sided desigQ poaslble. They should be the
first parts Installed. One-ampere, 8 to 12-volt trsnsformer 'Sl1ICIulred.
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AG . 1~SE THETR5-80 INTERFACE as shown
or, better, enclose It In a protective case for
security .

buffer and output-port expansion cir
cuit is presented in Fig. 10. It isn't as
complex as it looks . Basically, each
line coming in from the TRS-80 ex
pansion port has a buffered counter
part leaving the interface board. The
data lines are buffered bidirectionally,
so that data can flow in both directions.
Since the TRS-80 already uses the
lower 32K of memory and I/O port FF
(hex), the interface board is set up to
permit only data transfers to and from
the upper 32K of memory, and to use
the remaining 255 I/O ports. The two
output port s used for the AC switch are
F5 and F7 (hex), using IC9 and IC8,
res pectively.

The foil pattern for that board is
shown in Fig. II , although an already
prepared board is available (see parts
list). A part s-placement guide is given
in Fig. 12. The board requires a num
ber of jumpers, being single-sided, and
those should be instal led first. The IC
sockets may then be mounted and,
after that, the resistors and capacitors.
When they' have all been soldered in
place, the three 4o-pin ribbon-cable
sockets can be installed. Finally, insert
the IC ' s into their socke ts and double
check everything.

You may want to add feet or legs to
the board, or mount it in an aluminum
chassis box, to preven t anything from
shorting out on the bottom. The com
pleted board should look like the one in
Fig. 13. The board IS powered by an out
board 8- to 12-volt transformer, rated
at about one amp.

You will need three 40-conductor
ribbon cables to attach the board to the
computer and AC switch , and to pro
vide expansion capabilities . Their
connection is shown in Fig. 9, referred
to earlier. .

Whether you use this AC controller
with a large computer, a TRS-80 or a
single-board, dedicated control system,
it will serve you well. R-E

MANY THI NGS WITHI N A TV SET CAN IN
terfere with its picture . Unfortunately ,
there are several things that can inter
fere with the picture from outside, too!
It won't help to tear down a set looking
for trouble that's coming in from out
side. You must be able to recognize
out side interference when you see it.

Outside interference (TV!) is gen
erally lumped under the term noise
random-frequency signals generated by
electrical apparatus, or even power lines
themselves. That is normally radiated
into the TV ante nna. It ' s possible for
some to get in by way of the AC line
cord (conduction) , but that seldom hap
pens; most of it is radiation.

Luckily there's a simple test that will
separate internal from external noise.
Just try another TV set. If you see the
same symptoms on a second screen,
the prob lem is definitely external. That
is a useful test for set s on master-anten
na systems in apartments , etc . As an
alternative, check with neighbors to see
if they're having the same kind of
trouble .

A few interference problems can be
caused by simultaneous troubles in and
out side the set. Here again, a substitute
TV set will help you separate them.
The photo s in this article show the
typical appearance of each major noise
source. Your picture may not look ex
actly like those, but if you check the
basic pattern characteri stics, you' ll be
a long way toward identifyingthe cause.

AC line noise
If the screen shows two lines of dots,

which may float up or down, that means
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CAUSES and CURES
Nobody's immune to TVI. In most cases, though, there's a simple cure,
if you know the cause. Some of the situations you're likely to encounter
are described in this article, together with suggestions for combatting them.

JACK DARR
SERVICE EDITOR

FIG. 1-DOUBLE LINES of hash indicate 12G-Hz
rate of AC power-line noise.

FIG. 2-LEAKAGE PATHS develop on line-pole
hardWare and generate RA.

that the source is a 120Hz signal (see
Fig. 1). That is often due to loose or
faulty hardware on a pole carrying the
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If the set has a directional anten na with
a rotator, tum it. You' ll generally find
one direction where the noise is stronger.
If so, the antenna is aimed direc tly at
the no ise source. Two antennas like
that, several blocks apart, get a very
accurate bearing on the noise location .
Draw lines on a map; where they cross,
that's the source .

In ca ses of severe interference, use a
car radio . Set the tuner to abo ut 800
kHz, off station, and tum the volume
up. Listen for a loud , buzzing roar.
Cruise the area and when you find a
place where that noise can be heard
over the entire dia l very loudly, you're
very near the source . If the noise peaks
at around 800 kHz, you're still quite a
way off. .

Report such interference to the power
company. They will send a crew out to
find the offending pole , clean it up and
tighten the hardware . A second clue to
that type of noise is that it will disappear
or be drastically reduced in wet weather.
The moisture prov ides a much lower
resistance pat h for the leakage, and it
doesn 't generate so much RF hash. If
that type of noise gets much worse in
wet weather, there is a cracked insula
tor somewhere on a secondary line.
The water makes a path through the
crack , sett ing up a heavy arcing and
generating strong RF interference. TVI .
like that has cau sed prob lems at dis
tances of up to five miles .

Figure 4 show s a similar type of inter
ference , often mistaken for hardware
noise . Notice, however, that the pattern
is different. That type of TVI is due to
an old fluorescent lamp without RFI fil-

secondary AC lines. It' s often called
" line noise ," but a more acc urate name
is " ha rdware noise. "

Figure 2 shows the cause: A small
leakage path has form ed from the line ,
over or thro ugh the insu lator, to the
crossarm, and down the metal bracke ts
to the ground wire. Industrial smog
deposits, etc., with high carbon content
ca n ca use that. The plated metal hard
ware ca n oxidize and form tiny •'recti
fiers " at points where it is bolted to
get her. Tha t can cause noise by a form
of "diode osc illatio n. "

POSITIVE

/PEAK

SMALL \NEGATIVE
" BURSTS" OF PEAK

RANOOM NOISE

FIG. 3-RF BURSTS of random noise occur
twice In each 6G-HzAC line cycl e.

The l20-Hz pattern is due to the fact
that leakage is greatest at the peak of
each half-cycle. If you could see the
waveform, it wou ld look like Fig. 3.
The smalI RF " bursts" on the peak of
each half-cycle have frequency compo
nents in all bands up throug h the VHF
TV bands.

For a qu ick check, disconnect the an
tenna. If the noise disappears , that's it.
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FIG. 9-WHITEOUT caused by severe hum
modulation. An open-filter capacitor In antenna
booster power supply was source.

IF tubes. Also, AC ripple in the power
supply to RF stages in transistor TV sets
will cause that problem.

In mild cases, the picture will show
severe S-bending, as in Fig. 8. If the
hum is bad enough, half of the scree n
may be blacked out or whited out as in
Fig. 9. Again, try a different TV set. If
it shows the same symptoms, the trouble
is in the input signal. Rabbit-ear anten
nas can be used in seco ndary areas, or
any place where you can get even a bad
picture on them. However , if the picture
is clean with no hum bars, the trouble
isn 't in the set itself.

In some cases the picture will not
show hum bars without an input signal ;
disconn ect ing the antenna leaves a
clean ras ter. Of course , if you can see
hum bars without the antenna, then the
problem is definitely in the set.

Tube-t ype boosters generally have
the power supply in the top unit. So , if
it shows either 60-Hz or 120-Hz hum,
lower the antenna. Solid-state boosters
usually have the DC power supply in
the bottom unit , making things much
easier. Figures 8.and 9 were taken from
sets with so lid-state boosters. In Fig. 8,
the filter capacitor was low in 'value ; in
Fig. 9, the capacitor was completely
open .

Master-an tenna systems, with full
wave bridge rectifiers or full-wave
rectifiers in their DC power supply, can
produce a 120-Hz ripple in the picture .
At times, that will make two dark.bars
across the picture similar to hardware
noise but quite a bit sharper and more
distinct.

If the fault is in one of the line
amplifiers, all TV sets fed from that
amplifier will be affected. If the fault is
in one of the head-end amplifiers at the
antenna, all set s in the system will be
affec ted. If tube amplifiers are still
used, heater-cathode shorts in any of
the amplifier tubes will cause a 6O-Hz
hum bar to appear on the screens of all
sets after that amplifier.

When you see any of those part icular
symptoms in a TV picture, check out
the antenna and any externa l noise.
That can save hauling a set to the shop
only to find it works perfectly. R-E

FIG. 8---S-BENDING in picture due to hum
modulation of RF signal. Low-value capacitor In
a booster caused distortion.

FIG. 6-lGNmON NOISE from veh icles without
suppressors may cause this.

FIG. 7-FM TRANSMITTERS in police cars may
cause occasional interference.

modul ation will cause beats to get
through to the IF . Ordinarily , that will
happen only when the police cruiser is
transmitting within about 14 mile of the
antenna and in front of it. It doesn't
happen ofte n enough to be really
annoy ing, but many viewers want an
explanation .

A similar kind of interference can be
generated by nearb y CB or amateur
radio transmitters. You' ll also get a her
ringbone pattern , but the audio may be
a littler clearer. A good high-pass filter
installed at the TV set's antenna termi
nals will usually clear up the problem.

The Fake-Outs
A confusing kind of trouble can be

caused by faulty power supplies in home
antenna boo sters, master antenna sys
tems and even CATV line amplifiers.
That is not, strictly speaking, "noise,"
but is due to hum-modulation of the RF
signal. The same symptoms can be pro
duced by a heater-cath ode short in the
RF amplifier, mixer tube , or even the

FIG. 4-FLUORESCENT LAMPS without filters
can cause this type of problem.

AG. 5-SCOPE PROBE held near radiating lamp
reveal ed this jagged waveform.

teri ng. The scope waveform in Fig. 5
shows why . It was picked up on a
probe held near the bulb.

Interference ofte n found if the anten
na is near, or pointing across, a busy
highway is shown in Fig. 6. That is igni
tion noise from old cars and trucks . It
will show up as a jitteri ng display of
dashes, sometimes in heavy horizontal
bars. The TVI will often be accompanied
by a buzz ing roa r. Later-model cars
with suppressors in the ignition will not
cause that troubl e .

If one of the lead-in interference filters
on the market doesn' t stop it, there' s
really only one cure: Move away from
the highway! The noise is picked up by
the antenna, not by the lead-in, so
shielded cab le won' t help. A test was
run on two antenna test towers . One
tower had no antenna mounted at the
time , only a lead- in all the way to the
top . The tower with the antenna picked
up the noise, but another TV set con
nected only to the lead-in didn't. Aiming
the antenna direc tly away from the
highway got rid of almost all noise.

Figure 7 shows a puzzling type of in
termitten t interference. There will be a
high-frequency beat in the picture,
usually jittering quite rapidly. This type
of interference may also cause a color
pictu re to (temporari ly) revert to black
and-white. There may be squawks in
the sound. That happens at irregular in
te rvals and lasts only about 15-30 sec .

The cause is simple: You' re picking
up the high-powered FM transmitte r of
a passing police car. That signal is often
in the 40- 50-MHz band, and will be
picked up directly. by the TV set's IF
stages. In some cases , tuner cross-
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